Abstract
Introduction
Automatically describing images or videos with natural language sentences has recently received significant attention in the computer vision community. For images, researchers have investigated image captioning with one sentence [52, 50, 5, 1, 7, 26, 47] or multiple sentences [17, 16, 33] . For videos, most of the works focused on gener- ating only one caption for a short video clip using methods based on mean pooling of features over frames [49] , the soft-attention scheme [53] , or visual-semantic embedding between visual feature and language [30] . Some recent works further considered the video temporal structure, such as the sequence-to-sequence learning (S2VT) [48] and hierarchical recurrent neural encoder [29] .
However, using a single sentence cannot well describe the rich contents within images/videos. The task of dense image captioning is therefore proposed, which aims to generate multiple sentences for different detected object locations in images [16, 17, 19] . However, this setting requires region-level caption annotations for supervised training purpose. As is well-known, videos are much more complex than images since the additional temporal dimension could provide informative contents such as different viewpoints of objects, object motions, procedural events, etc. It is fairly expensive to provide region-sequence level sentence annotations for dense video captioning. The lack of such annotations has largely limited the much-needed progress of dense video captioning. Our work in this paper is motivated by the following two questions. First, most existing datasets have multiple video-level sentence annotations, which usu-Video Ground-truth Descriptions: 1. 'a woman is taking a picture of children. ' 2. 'a man involving three children.' 3. 'a group of people are looking at and taking pictures of a horse.' 4. 'a short clip showcasing a champion horse.' 5. 'a woman in a red blouse takes a picture.' 6. 'kids are in playful mood.' 7. 'kids are posing for a picture and being interviewed.' 8. 'lady taking pictures of horse.' 20. 'three man is describing a car.' ally describe very diverse aspects (regions/segments) of the video clip. However, existing video captioning methods simply represented all sentence descriptions with one global visual representation. This one-to-many mapping is far from accurate. It is thus very interesting to investigate if there is an automatic way to (even weakly) associate sentence to region-sequence. Second, is it possible to perform dense video captioning with those weakly associations (without strong 1-to-1 mapping between sentences and region-sequence) in a weakly supervised fashion?
In this paper, we propose an approach to generate multiple diverse and informative captions by weakly supervised learning from only the video-level sentence annotations. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed approach, which consists of three major components: visual sub-model, region-sequence sub-model and language sub-model. The visual sub-model is a lexical-FCN trained with weakly supervised multi-instance multi-label learning, which builds the weak mapping between sentence lexical words and grid regions. The second component solves the region-sequence generation problem. We propose submodular maximization scheme to automatically generate informative and diverse region-sequences based on Lexical-FCN outputs. A winner-takes-all scheme is proposed to weakly associate sentences to region-sequences in the training phase. The third component generates sentence output for each region-sequence with a sequence-to-sequence learning based language model [48] . The main contributions are summarized as follows:
(1) To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work for dense video captioning with only video-level sentence annotations. (2) We propose a novel dense video captioning approach, which models visual cues with Lexical-FCN, discovers region-sequence with submodular maximization, and decodes language outputs with sequence-tosequence learning. Although the approach is trained with weakly supervised signal, we show that informative and diverse captions can be produced. (3) We evaluate dense captioning results by measuring the performance gap to oracle results, and diversity of the dense captions. The results clearly verify the advantages of the proposed approach. Especially, the best single caption by the proposed approach outperforms the state-of-the-art results on the MSR-VTT challenge by a large margin.
Related Work
Multi-sentence description for videos has been explored in various works recently [37, 41, 54, 3, 18] . Most of these works [54, 41, 37] focused on generating a long caption (story-like), which first temporally segmented the video with action localization [41] or different levels of details [37] , and then generated multiple captions for those segments and connected them with natural language processing techniques. However, these methods simply considered the temporally segmentation, and ignored the framelevel region attention and the motion-sequence of regionlevel objects. Yu et al. [54] considered both the temporal and spatial attention, but still ignored the association or alignment of the sentences and visual locations. In contrast, this paper tries to exploit both the temporal and spatial region information and further explores the correspondence between sentences and region-sequences for more accurate modeling.
Lexical based CNN model is of great advantages over the ImageNet based CNN model [39] in image/video captioning, since the ImageNet based CNN model only captures a limited number of object concepts, while the lexical based CNN model is able to capture all kinds of semantic concepts (nouns for objects and scenes, adjective for shape and attributes, verb for actions, etc). It is non-trivial to adopt/fine-tune the existing ImageNet CNN models with lexical output. Previous works [7, 1, 47, 38, 19] have proposed several ways for this purpose. For instance, [7] adopted a weakly supervised multiple instance learning (MIL) approach [27, 56] to train a CNN based word detector without the annotations of image-region to words correspondence; and [1] applied a multiple label learning (MLL) method to learn the CNN based mapping between visual inputs and multiple concept tags.
Sequence to sequence learning with long short-term memory (LSTM) [13] was initially proposed in the field of machine translation [43] . Venugopalan et al. (S2VT) [48] generalized it to video captioning. Compared with contemporaneous works [53, 51, 30] which require additional temporal features from 3D ConvNets [45] , S2VT can directly encode the temporal information by using LSTM on the frame sequence, and no longer needs the frame-level soft-attention mechanism [53] . This paper adopts the S2VT model [48] with a bi-directional formulation to improve the encoder quality, which shows better performance than the vanilla S2VT model in our experiments.
Approach
Our ultimate goal is to build a system that describes input videos with dense caption sentences. The challenges are two folds. First, we do not have fine-grained trainingdata annotations which link sentence captions to regionsequences. Second, we must ensure the generated sentences being informative and diverse. As discussed earlier, the proposed approach consists of three components (see Figure 2 ): lexical-FCN based visual model, region-sequence generation and language model. We elaborate each of them in the following.
Lexical FCN Model

Multi-instance Multi-label Lexical Model
We adopt multi-instance multi-label learning (MIMLL) to train our lexical model, which could be viewed as a combination of word detection [7] (MIL) and deep lexical classification [1] (MLL). Figure 3 illustrates the comparison of the three methods.
Multi-instance learning [27, 56, 7] assumes that the word label y w i is assigned to a bag of instances X i = {x i1 , . . . , x ij } where i is the bag index, x ij ∈ R d is a ddimensional feature vector for the j-th instance. The word detection method [7] used fc7 features of VGG-16 as the instance representations. The bag is positive with a word label y w i = 1 if at least one of the instances in X i contains the word w, although it is not exactly known which one contains the word. The bag is negative with label y w i = 0 if no instance contains the word w.
Multi-label learning assumes that each instance x i has multiple word labels:
where k is the number of labels. For this purpose, we usually train a deep neural network with a sigmoid cross-entropy loss [1] .
Multi-instance multi-label learning [57] is a natural generalization of MIL. It takes as input pairs {X i , y i }, where each X i is a bag of instances labeled with a set of words y i = {y
In MIMLL, each instance usually has one or multiple word labels. For instance, we can use "woman", "people", "human" or other synonyms in the lexicon to describe a female (see Figure 3 for one example). Now we define the loss function for a bag of instances. As each bag has multiple word labels, we adopt the crossentropy loss to measure the multi-label errors:
where θ is the model parameters, N is the number of bags, y i is the label vector for bag X i , andp i is the corresponding probability vector. We weakly label the bag as negative when all instances in the bag are negative, and thus use a noisy-OR formulation [12, 27] to combine the probabilities that the individual instances in the bag are negative:
wherep w i is the probability when word w in the i-th bag is positive. We define a sigmoid function to model the individual word probability:
where w w is the weight matrices, b w is the bias vector, and σ(x) = 1/(1 + exp(−x)) is the logistic function. In our Lexical-FCN model, we use the last pooling layer (pool5 for ResNet-50) as the representation of instance x ij , which will be elaborated in the following sections.
Details of Lexical-FCN
Lexical-FCN model builds the mapping between frame regions and lexical labels. The first step of Lexical-FCN is to build a lexical vocabulary from the video caption training set. We extract the part-of-speech [44] of each word in the entire training dataset. These words may belong to any part of sentences, including nouns, verbs, adjectives and pronouns. We treat some of the most frequent functional words 1 as stop words, and remove them from the lexical vocabulary. We keep those remaining words appearing at least five times in the MSR-VTT training set, and finally obtain a vocabulary V with 6,690 words.
The second step of Lexical-FCN is to train the CNN models with MIMLL loss described above. Instead of training from scratch, we start from some state-of-the-art ImageNet models like VGG-16 [42] or ResNet-50 [11] , and fine-tune them with the MIMLL loss on the MS-VTT training set. For VGG-16, we re-cast the fully connected layers to convolutions layers to obtain a FCN. For ResNet-50, we remove final softmax layer and keep the last mean pooling layer to obtain a FCN.
Regions from Convolutional Anchors
In order to obtain the dense captions, we need grounding the sentences to sequences of ROI (regions of interest). Early solutions in object detection adopt region proposal algorithms to generate region candidates, and train a CNN model with an additional ROI pooling layer [10, 8, 36] . This cannot be adopted in our case, since we do not have the bounding box ground-truth for any words or concepts required in the training procedure. Instead, we borrow the idea from YOLO [35] , and generate coarse region candidates from anchor points of the last FCN layer [24, 7] . In both training and inference phases, we sample the video frames and resize both dimensions to 320 pixels. After feeding forward through the FCN, we get a 4×4 response map (4096 channels for VGG-16 and 2048 channels for ResNet-50). Each anchor point in the response map represents a region in the original frame. Unlike object detection approaches, the bounding-box regression process is not performed here since we do not have the ground-truth bounding boxes. We consider the informative region-sequence generation problem directly starting with these 16 verycoarse grid regions.
Region-Sequence Generation
Regions between different frames are matched and connected sequentially to produce region-sequences. As each frame has 16 coarse regions, even if each video clip is downsampled to 30 frames, we have to face a search space of size 16
30 for region-sequence generation. This is intractable for common methods even for the training case that has video-level sentence annotations. However, our Lexical-FCN model provides the lexical descriptions for each region 1 Functional words are 'is', 'are', 'at', 'on', 'in', 'with', 'and' and 'to '. at every frame, so that we can consider the problem from a different perspective.
Problem Formulation
We formulate the region-sequence generation task as a sub-set selection problem [22, 9] , in which we start from an empty set, and sequentially add one most informative and coherent region at each frame into the subset, and in the meantime ensure the diversity among different regionsequences. Let S v denote the set of all possible region sequences of video v, A is a region-sequence sub-set, i.e., A ⊆ S v . Our goal is to select a region-sequence A * , which optimizes an objective R:
where x v are all region feature representations of video v. We define R(x v , A) as linear combination objectives
where
T , which describe three aspects of the region-sequence, i.e., informative, diverse and coherent. The optimization problem of Eq-4 quickly becomes intractable when S v grows exponentially with the video length. We restrict the objectives f to be monotone submodular function and w v to be non-negative. This allows us to find a near optimal solution in an efficient way.
Submodular Maximization
We briefly introduce submodular maximization and show how to learn the weights w v . A set function is called submodular if it fulfills the diminishing returns property. That means, given a function f and arbitrary sets A ⊆ B ⊆ S v \ r, f is submodular if it satisfies:
Linear combination of submodular functions is still submodular for non-negative weights. For more details, please refer to [28, 22] . Submodular functions have many properties that are similar to convex or concave functions, which are desirable for optimization. Previous works [28, 22, 9] have shown that maximizing a submodular function with a greedy algorithm yields a good approximation to the optimal solution. In this paper, we apply a commonly used cost-effective lazy forward (CELF) method [22] for our purpose. We defined a marginal gain function as
The CELF algorithm starts with an empty sequence A 0 = ∅, and adds the region r t at step t into region-sequence which can maximize the marginal gain: where S t means region sets in frame-t.
Given N pairs of known correspondences {(r, s)}, we optimize w v with the following objective:
where the max-term is a generalized hinge loss, which means ground-truth or oracle selected region r should have a higher score than any other regions by some margin. Our training data do not have (r, s) pairs, i.e., the sentence to region-sequence correspondence. We solve this problem in a way that is similar to the alternative directional optimization: (1) we initialize w v = 1 (all elements equals to 1); (2) we obtain a region-sequence with submodular maximization with that w v ; (3) we weakly associate sentence to region-sequence with a winner-takes-all (WTA) scheme (described later); (4) we refine w v with the obtained sentence to region-sequence correspondence; (5) we repeat step-2∼4 until w v is converged.
The WTA scheme works in four steps when giving a ground-truth sentence s. First, we extract the lexical labels from s based on the vocabulary V, and form a lexical subset V s . Second, we obtain probability of word w ∈ V s for the i-th region-sequence by p 
and obtain the best region-sequence by i * = arg max i f i . This objective suggests that we should generate regionsequences having high-scored words in the sentences.
Submodular Functions
Based on the properties of submodular function [25, 28] , we describe how to define the three components as follows.
Informativeness of a region-sequence is defined as the sum of each region's informativeness:
If video-level sentence annotations are known either in the training case or by an oracle, we replace the definition with Eq-10, which limits words by the sentence vocabulary V s . Coherence aims to ensure the temporal coherence of the region-sequence, since significant changes of region contents may confuse the language model. Similar to some works in visual tracking [2, 14] , we try to select regions with the smallest changes temporally, and define the coherence component as
where x rt is the feature of region r t at t-th step, x rs is one of the region feature in the previous (t − 1) steps, and , means dot-production operation between two normalized feature vectors. In practice, we also limit the search space of region r t within the 9 neighborhood positions of the region from the previous step. Diversity measures the degree of difference between a candidate region-sequence and all the existing regionsequences. Suppose {p
are the probability distribution of the existing N region-sequences and q w is the probability distribution of a candidate region-sequence, the diversity is defined with the Kullback-Leibler divergence as
We initially pick the most informative region-sequence, and feed it to a language model (LM) for sentence output. Then we iteratively pick a region-sequence which maximizes diversity to generate multiple sentence outputs. Figure 4 illustrates our region-sequence generation method. The detailed algorithm is given in the supplementary file.
Language Models
We model the weakly associated temporal structure between region-sequence and sentence with the sequence-tosequence learning framework (S2VT) [48] , which is an encoder-decoder structure. S2VT encodes visual feature of region-sequences V = (v 1 , · · · , v T ) with LSTM, and decodes the visual representation into a sequence of output words u = (u 1 , · · · , u S ). LSTM is used to model a sequence in both the encoder part and the decoder part. As a variant of RNN, LSTM is able to learn long-term temporal information and dependencies that traditional RNN is difficult to capture [13] . Our LSTM implementation is based on [55] with dropout regularization on all LSTM units (dropout ratio 0.9).
We extend the original S2VT with bi-directional encoder, so that the S2VT learning in Figure 2 stacks three LSTM models. The first LSTM encodes forward visual feature sequence { V }, and the second encodes the reverse visual feature sequence { V }. These two LSTM networks form the encoder part. We will show the benefit of bidirection LSTM encoding later. The third LSTM decodes visual codes from both the forward pass and backward pass into sequences of words (sentences).
To further improve accuracy, we propose a category-wise language model extension. Videos may belong to different categories, such as news, sports, etc. Different video category has very different visual patterns and sentence styles. The category-wise language model is defined as
where c is the category label, v is the video feature representation, and s is the predicted sentence. P (s|c, v) is the probability conditional on category c and video v, and P (c|v) is prior confidence of video v belongs to a category c, which can be obtained from a general video categorization model. The category-wise language model can be viewed as max-a-posterior estimation.
Experiments
Dataset and Implementation Details
We conduct experiments on the MSR-VTT dataset [51] , which is a recently released large-scale video caption benchmark. This dataset contains 10,000 video clips (6,513 for training, 497 for validation and 2,990 for testing) from 20 categories, including news, sports, etc. Each video clip is manually annotated with 20 natural sentences. This is currently the largest video captioning dataset in terms of the amounts of sentences and the size of the vocabulary. Although this dataset was mainly used for evaluating single sentence captioning results, we assume that the 20 sentences for each clip contain very diversified annotations and can be used in the task of dense captioning (with some redundancy as will be discussed later).
For the evaluation of single captioning, the authors of this benchmark proposed machine translation based metrics like METEOR [21] , BLEU@1-4 [32] , ROUGE-L [23] and CIDEr [46] . For dense video captioning results, we propose our own evaluation protocol to justify the results.
All the training and testing are done on an Nvidia TitanX GPU with 12GB memory. Our model is efficient during the 
Ablation Studies on Single Sentence Captioning
We first evaluate the effect of several design components through single sentence captioning experiments, which produce a caption with the maximal informative score defined by Eq-11 (i.e.,ŝ 0 in Figure 4 ). Effectiveness of Network Structure. We compare VGG-16 and ResNet-50 for the Lexical-FCN model. Due to the GPU memory limitation, we do not try a deeper network like ResNet-152. Figure 5 shows that ResNet-50 achieves better training loss than VGG-16, which is consistent with their results on ImageNet. Table 1 summarizes the single sentence captioning results on the MSR-VTT validation set by two networks. As can be seen, in all the cases, ResNet-50 performs better than VGG-16. Based on these results, we choose ResNet-50 as our network structure in the following studies when there is no explicit statement.
Effectiveness of Bi-directional Encoder. Next we compare the performances of bi-directional and unidirectional S2VT models for language modeling. Results are also shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that bi-directional model outperforms unidirectional model on all the evaluated metrics. The benefit of bi-directional model is not that significant. We conjecture that this is due to the fact that the region-sequences already include enough temporal and local information. Nevertheless, for better accuracy, all the following studies adopt the bi-directional model.
Effectiveness of MIMLL. Our Lexical-FCN model is trained on video frames. Compared with image-level lexical learning [7, 1] , our setting is much more challenging since the sentences are on the video-level, and it is hard to determine which words correspond to which frames. Here we show the effectiveness of the MIMLL in two aspects. First, we compare the single captioning results by MIMLL and MIL in Table 2 . We can see that MIMLL achieves better accuracy than MIL on all the four metrics. Second, we compare the word detection accuracy of MIMLL and MIL. We first compute the max-probability of each word within the region-sequence. If the max-probability of a word is greater than a threshold (0.5), we claim that the word is detected. We observe that MIMLL is better in detecting accuracy than MIL in this study (43.1% vs 41.3%). Both results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MIMLL for the Lexical-FCN model.
Effectiveness of Category-wise Language Model. All the previous studies are based on language model without using video category information. Here, we study the benefit of the category-wise language model, as defined in Eq-14. Results are shown in the 2nd last and the 3rd last rows in Table 3 . We observe that the category-wise language model achieves much better accuracy than that without categorywise modeling. The benefit is due to that category information provides a strong prior about video content.
Comparison with State-of-the-arts. We also compare our single sentence captioning results with the state-of-theart methods in MSR-VTT benchmark. For better accuracy, this experiment adopts data augmentation during the training procedure, similar to the compared methods. We preprocess each video clip to 30-frames with different sampling strategies (random, uniform, etc), and obtain multiple instances for each video clip.
We first compare our method with mean-pooling [49] , soft-attention [53] and S2VT [48] on the validation set of MSR-VTT. All these alternative methods have source codes available for easy evaluation. Results are summarized in Table 3 . Our baseline approach (the 2nd last row) is significantly better than these 3 methods. We also compare with the top-4 results from the MSR-VTT challenge in the table, including v2t navigator [15] , Aalto [40] , VideoLAB [34] and ruc uva [6] 2 , which are all based on features from multiple cues such as action features like C3D and audio features like Bag-of-Audio-Words (BoAW) [31] . Our baseline has on-par accuracy to the state-of-the-art methods. For fair comparison, we integrate C3D action features and audio features together with our lexical features and feed them into the language model. Clearly better results are observed.
In Table 4 , we compare our results on the test set of MSR-VTT with the top-4 submissions in the challenge leaderboard, where we can see that similar or better results are obtained in all the four evaluated metrics.
Evaluation of Dense Captioning Results
The proposed approach can produce a set of regionsequences with corresponding multiple captions for an input video clip. Besides qualitative results in Figure 1 and the supplementary file, we evaluate the results quantitatively in two aspects: 1) performance gap between automatic results and oracle results, and 2) diversity of the dense captions.
2 http://ms-multimedia-challenge.com/. 
Performance Gap with Oracle Results
We measure the quality of dense captioning results by the performance gap between our automatic results and oracle results. Oracle leverages information from ground-truth sentences to produce the caption results. Oracle information could be incorporated in two settings. First, similar to the training phase, during inference oracle uses the groundtruth information to guide sentence to region-sequence association. Second, oracle uses the ground-truth sentences to measure the goodness of each caption sentence using metrics like METEOR and CIDEr, and re-ranks the sentences according to their evaluation scores. It is obvious that the oracle results are the upper bound of the automatic method. Inspired by the evaluation of dense image captioning [16] , we use averaged precision (AP) to measure the accuracy of dense video captioning. We compute the precision in terms of all the four metrics (METEOR, BLEU@4, ROUGE-L and CIDEr) for every predicted sentence, and obtain average values of the top-5 and top-10 predicted sentences. The gap of AP values between oracle results and our automatic results will directly reflect the effectiveness of the automatic method.
For our automatic method, the output sentences need to be ranked to obtain the top-5 or top-10 sentences. Similar to [40] , we train an evaluator network in a supervised way for this purpose, since submodular maximization does not ensure that sentences are generated in quality decreasing order. Table 5 lists the comparative results on the validation set of MSR-VTT using three strategies: (1) oracle for both sentence to region-sequence association and sentence re-ranking (OSR + ORE in short); (2) dense video captioning + oracle re-ranking (Dense + ORE in short); (3) fully automatic dense video captioning method (DenseVidCap).
Results indicate that the dense video captioning + ora- Table 5 : Averaged precision of the top-5/10 sentences generated on the validation set of MSR-VTT. OSR means oracle for sentence to region-sequence association, and ORE means oracle for sentence re-ranking. The values in the parenthesis indicate the relative percentage (%) to the fully oracle results (OSR+ORE).
cle re-ranking could reach ≥95% relative accuracy of the "fully" oracle results (OSR+ORE) on all the metrics for the top-5 sentences, and ≥93% relative accuracy to the fully oracle results for the top-10 sentences. The fully automatic method (our DenseVidCap) can consistently achieve more than 82% relative accuracy of the oracle results on both top-5 and top-10 settings. This is very encouraging as the performance gap is not very large, especially considering that our model is trained with weakly annotated data. One important reason that causes the gap is that the evaluator network is not strong enough when compared with oracle re-ranking, which is a direction for further performance improvement.
Diversity of Dense Captions
The diversity of the generated captions is critical for dense video captioning. We evaluate diversity from its oppositethe similarity of the captions. A common solution is to determine the similarity between pairs of captions, or between one caption to a set of other captions. Here we consider similarity from the apparent semantic relatedness of the sentences. We use the Latent semantic analysis (LSA) [4] which first generates sentence bag-of-words (BoW) representation, and then maps it to LSA space to represent a sentence. This method has demonstrated its effectiveness in measuring document distance [20] . Based on the representation, we compute cosine similarity between two LSA vectors of sentences. Finally, the diversity is calculated as:
where S is the sentence set with cardinality n, and s i , s j denotes the cosine similarity between s i and s j . As aforementioned, we assume that the multiple videolevel captions cover diversified aspects of the video content with some redundancy. The diversity metric can be applied in two aspects: evaluating the diversity degree of (1) our dense captioning results and (2) the manually generated captions in the ground-truth. Some of the manually annotated ground-truth sentences on MSR-VTT are redun- dant. For instance, the captions "a woman is surfing" and "a woman surfing in the ocean" are more or less the same. We remove the redundant captions by clustering on each video caption set with the LSA based representation. Different clustering numbers can lead to different diversity scores. As shown in Figure 6 (a), five clusters give the highest diversity score on this dataset. We compare the diversity score of our automatic results with that of the ground-truth sentences in Figure 6 (b). As can be seen, our DenseVidCap achieves better diversity score (0.501) than that of the original 20 ground-truth sentences (0.463), but is slightly worse than that of the best of the clustered ground-truth sentences (0.569). Please refer to Figure 1 and the supplementary file for some qualitative dense video captioning results. Both the diversity score and the qualitative results confirm that our proposed approach could produce diversified captioning output.
Through the comparison with the oracle results and the diversity evaluation in this subsection, we have demonstrated that our method can indeed produce good dense captions.
Conclusion
We have presented a weakly supervised dense video captioning approach, which is able to generate multiple diversified captions for a video clip with only video-level sentence annotations during the training procedure. Experiments have demonstrated that our approach can produce multiple informative and diversified captions. Our best single caption output outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on the MSR-VTT challenge with a significant margin. Future work may consider leveraging the context among the dense captions to produce a consistent story for the input video clips.
